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Abstract
Drino’s valley is one of the richest areas with cult objects, which are a valuable treasure of our
cultural heritage. The first early Christian churches date back to the 4-th century. Their
construction is related to the spread of Christianity in the Albanian territory. In the first half
of the 5-th century construction has been limited because of the barbarian invasions, and
during the second half of the 5-th century and the beginning of the 6-th century Early Christian
churches had a wide extension. Early Christian churches were built not only through early
Episcopal centres but also in rural settlements. Archaeological discoveries have brought to
light a large number of early Christian churches, out of which we can judge the architectural
development of that period. A wide use during the early Christian period had the three-nave
basilicas and one-nave churches. From what can be judged from the ruins left, the architectonicdecorative treatment of early Christian churches has been very simple. Decorative ornaments
were mainly inside the churches (Chalkiá, 1997, 10-11).
Early Christian monuments of the IV-VI centuries, being considered in typological terms are
divided into: one-nave basilicas and churches. Early Christian churches were built with simple
walls and raw stones, which were related to each other with lime mortar, using a number of
bricks. Early Christian builders knew very well physical laws on balance of the columns and
arcades. From the chronological aspect, the early Christian churches are constructions of the
second half of the 5-th century and the first half of 4-th century.
Keywords: Drino’s valley, data, construction, architecture.

Introduction
A special phenomenon of Drino’s valley is the flooring of early Christian churches
with polychromatic (multi-coloured) mosaics. Most of the early Christian mosaics
contain simple geometric motifs, vegetables and animal motifs from the world. Only
in two cases in Mesaplik and Antigone are presented anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic motifs (Budina, 1975, 225-228). The vegetable motifs consisted of
strawberries, grape vines and leaves, which were symbols of the divine Eucharist.
The environmental organization paved with mosaics suit the early Christian church
architecture. Early Christian mosaics in that period reached a high level, while the
mural paintings have been somewhat limited. Fragments of frescoes were found in
Antigone and Paleokastra.
Architectural sculptures are represented by the remains of columns, or pilasters from
the iconostasis of the wall elements, etc. In the Early Christian churches around the
capitals it are used Korinthos cosmopolitan styles, but we also note the early forms of
Byzantine architecture. Besides capitals for columns we also have capitals for pilasters.
The iconostases occupied an important place in the architectural structure of early
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Christian churches. They consisted of a series of columns. Over their capitals passed
ornamented headers (Meksi, 1985, 13-30). During the early Christian period in the
regions of Epirus Nova and Epirus Vetus were built many churches, some of which
are located within the present borders of Albania.
1. Monastery of Cepo is situated near Kardhiq village, Gjirokaster. It is also known as
“The High Rock” (Alb: Guri i Larte) and it is located under the northern cliff of Mali
i Gjere, in one of the most strategic points of Drino’s valley. (Figure 1) According to
the Chronicle of Dropulli (Tï×ñïíéêïôçòÄñïðïëçò), the monastery church was founded
in the period of Emperor Kostandin Pogonati (668-685) (Liço, 2009, 22) (Figure 2) and
it was reconstructed by Andronik Komneni (1183-1185) (Liço, 2009, 25-26). This fact
was highlighted by a script, which was burned during a fire in the bazaar of
Gjirokastra. It was said that the monastery of Cepo was founded in the sixth century,
on top of the rocky mountain Sopot. The time of the destruction has remained
unknown. It is known only that the emperor Andronik Komneni (1183-1185) has
rebuilt it (Ðåôñßäç, 1900, 352-361).
For a period of time (1185-1318) it has been the centre of Metropolis of Drinopoja. The
monastery in its flourishing time had land, vineyards, forests, pastures, etc. The annual
income of the monastery was 250 Turkish liras. The monastery’s church is dedicated
to St. Nicholas and it is celebrated on December 6 (Beduli, 1993, 4).

The monastery of Cepo has been a place of pilgrimage. The patients used to come
from different parts of the country on the fair day and washed in the stemming water
from the monastery. The monastery of Cepo has been also a meeting place for
assemblies of people from Laberia. From the old monastery complex, only the church
and one of the dormitories still exist (Serjani, 2008, 28). During the communist regime
the monastery of Cepo was used as a cantonment (Figure 3).
2. The Cliff of Melan is a strategic location from which the entire Drino’s valley can be
controlled (Figure 4) (Figure 5) (Figure 6). In the ruins of its walls (Figure 7) are found
traces of an early Christian basilica (Bowden, 2003, 175). During the excavations was
found an early Christian mosaic (Figure 8) an early Christian fence pillar (Figure 9)
as well as a pillar capital (Figure 10) and a fence column (Muçaj & Hobdari, 2005, 7273).
3. St. Mary’s church in Vllahogoranxi village is thought to have been built (Figure 11)
(Figure 12) on top of an early Christian basilica. On the north side of the church,
parallel to the longitudinal wall, another wall line is preserved, where old architectural
elements are used (Figure 13). On the right side of the entrance to the church are
walled a plate rail fragment or an early Christian pulpit (Figure 14) a column fragment
as well as another element of decoration. As the entrance architrave is used an antique
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frame, while on both sides of a window were used two early Christian fence pillars
(Figure 15) (Figure 16). On one of the pillars is engraved a cross (Muçaj & Hobdari,
2005, 74-75).
The Church of St. Mary is a basilica with a dome with dimensions 7.50x6.80 meters. The
church consists of the central nave and the altar environment. The oldest part of the church in its
interior has six round stone pillars, which are linked to each other with mortar and stone capitals.
Over the columns pass two arches, which divide the church into three naves. The Naos (shrine)
is connected with the narthex on the west side. The church is built of stone bound with lime
mortar. The corners of the walls are large stone blocks. On the western gate of the church there
are antique decorations. On four columns from the east through a system of arches rises the
tambour, which is covered by domes. The tambour of the church (figure 17) (figure 18) consists
of several niches curved at the bottom. The niches areas are decorated with brick ornaments.
Also at the top of the tambour there is a frame of jagged bricks. On it passes a flat stone frieze.
The tambour closes with an outer frame. The church is covered by an extensive vaulted (Gable)
roof (Thomo, 1998, 123-126).
The Naos is illuminated by three narrow windows in rectangular shape. The entrance to the
Western Wall is located in the central nave of the church. The altar of the church is separated
from the central nave by an iconostasis of carved wood (Figure 19) on the east side is located
the apse, which is semi-circular and illuminated by a narrow window. The narthex is covered
by an archway system. The sides of the narthex are covered with barrel vaulted looking like a
quarter-circle (Meksi, 1981, 99-100).

According to Dhamo frescoes painted by Cypriote Onufri in the church of “St. Mary” in
Vllahogoranxi are in balance. There is a tacit agreement between the frescoes with complete
red, yellow, green, ochre and blue stains and the inner world of images without dramatic outbursts
as those of his teacher Onufri (Dhamo, 1974, 15-16).
Monastery of Spile (holy virgin of the cave) in Saraqinisht
The Monastery of Spile, is located between the villages of Qesarat and Saraqinisht in Lunxheri
(Figure 22) (Figure 23). It stands to the right of the course of the Great Stream (Alb: Perroi i
Madh), on a terrace under the rock of Spile, at an altitude of about 975 meters above sea level.
The monastery was built in the 16-th century with the Saraqinisht nobles’ contribution. The
income of the monastery was 200 liras per year. The monastery’s church is devoted to “Nativity
of the Theotokos” and it is celebrated on the 8-th of September (Beduli, 1993, 4).
From the monastery, only the church has remained in good condition, which is cross-in-square
with a dome and the internal dimensions are 7.40x6.20 meters. Interior columns are connected
through arches between them as well as with the perimeter walls forming square central core,
which is covered with a dome on the tambour and into the arms of the cross with cylindrical
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vaults. The two eastern angles are covered with spherical cap, while western couples are covered
with quadrant vaults. Lighting of the church is made by the windows in the tambour and the
ones that are open in the southern and northern wall. The southern entrance is protected by a
portico open on three sides with three arches. The church is plastered on the outside. The tambour
is octahedral and ends with a frame consisting of three jagged brick shapes. The apse is a fivepage one with small niches on each page, on which passes a frame of jagged bricks (Thomo,
1998, 145-147).

The Iconostasis (Figure 24) is divided into three areas, the lowest of which carries the concaveshaped panels inside-written in eight-angled rhombuses, to the upper and lower sides in arch
shapes. In all four corners the decorated panels carry floral ornaments. In the second part, the
pillars are adorned with vegetable elements, in the sides of which are formed clambering plants. The
top of the capitals are crowned with pseudo-columns. In the section over the pillars are highlighted
carved shells, which surround a flower in their centre and are supported on the frames, carved like
clambering plants with flowers in the centre. In the concave panels of the iconostasis are painted the
following prophets: Isaiah, Abacus, Daniel, Moses, David, Solomon, Ezekiel, and Jeremiah. Five of
the prophets hold the scrolls written with texts related to Saint Mary, and three others to Christ.

This holy icon Spileotisa (of the cave) found in Spile was made with the contribution of the
elders, hegumens Nathanail, Gregory and Constantine, and the honoured nobles that contributed
1

“Was built and painted this temple of God, and all-honoured of the over-sacred Our Lady Theotokos and ever
virgin Mary and at the time of much god-loving bishop Lord Kalist and contribution efforts and costs of the noted
among hieromonks Constantine and Joasaf and many other noble rulers ... (Popa, 1998, 234).
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Lord Koço and Lord Qirici Sikriatas, with the hand of Theodor Linotopas 1765 July 10” (Popa,
1998, 243).
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